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ABSTRACT

This research study entitled Forms of Welcoming, Thanking and Expressing

Gratitude and Good Wishes in English and Doteli is an effort to find out the

different forms of welcoming, thanking and expressing gratitude and good

wishes in Doteli; and compare and contrast them with the forms used in

English. For this research study, I took sample population from two VDCs

namely, Tijali and Jiljodamandau of Doti district consisting of 80 native

speakers of Doteli. Sample population were selected using judgmental non-

random sampling procedure. The major tool for collection of data was

questionnaire. A set of questionnaire was prepared and it was administered in

two different ways. One way is that the questionnaires were distributed to the

educated Doteli people the other way is uneducated Doteli people were

interviewed. Later on, I analyzed and interpreted the data and compared the

findings with the English language. This research showed that the native

speakers of Doteli use 'āsa + T.N./K.T. + basa', 'ās + F.N./K.T. + bas', 'baisek
chha + T.N./hajur', etc. for welcoming, 'syābās', 'khub niko aryā / ari',
'tamlāi/tulāi dhanyabād', etc. for thanking and expressing gratitude and 'tamlāi /
tulāi bhaut bhaut shubhakāmanā chhā', 'tamaro/tero manko sochyā pura hou',
'bhagamānale tamaro/tero rakshā arun', etc. for expressing good wishes to
different people. Doteli people do not use same forms to address seniors and

juniors. So, while teaching the Doteli dialect as a second language, the focus

should be given to the use of proper forms for seniors and juniors.

The study consists of four chapters. Chapter one includes general background,

review of related literature, objectives of the study and significance of the

study. Chapter two deals with the methodology applied to carryout the research

under which sources of data, sampling procedure, tools for data collection,

process of data collection and limitations of the study are presented. Chapter

three presents the analysis and interpretation of the data. And fourth chapter

deals with the findings and recommendations of this research work. Finally,

chapter four is followed by the references and appendices.
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CHAPTER - ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.2 General Background

Communication is highly essential for human beings to establish social contact

or relationship in almost every situation. For communication, language has

been regarded as the most important and effective medium. It is a part of our

life without which natural human communication is not possible. Human

beings have a unique place in the universe due to the possession of language.

Language is a special human capacity that distinguishes human from other

animals.

Language refers to special human capacity for acquiring and using complex

systems of communication. The scientific study of language in any of its senses

is called linguistics. Language is the most effective and widely used means of

communication through which we can exchange our ideas, thoughts, feelings,

emotions and so on. It is both personal and social phenomenon which reflects

culture and civilization and their varieties in the world which are different in

terms of geographical areas, social ethnicity and field of use among others.

The human language faculty is thought to be fundamentally different from and

of much higher complexity than those of other species. Human language is

highly complex in that it is based on a set of rules relating symbols to their

meanings thereby forming an infinite number of possible utterances from a

finite number of elements. (http://www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/language)

Different linguists have defined the term ‘language’ differently but the ideas to

be understood is the same.
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Chomsky (1971, as cited in Lyons 2007, p. 8) defines language as "a particular

set of utterances that can be generated from a particular set of rules”. Likewise,

Shames and Wig (1982, p. 26) view “A language may be a guide to how a

culture organizes its world, but it is not a formula that determines all

behaviour”. According to Richards, et. al. (1999, p.199) language is defined as

“the system of human communication which consists of structured arrangement

of sounds or their written representation into larger units e.g. morpheme, word,

sentence, utterance”. In the same way, Hornby et al. (2004, p. 862) define

language as “The system of communication in speech and writing that is used

by people of particular country or area”.

From the above definitions of language, we come to understand that language

is a unique gift of human beings which distinguishes him from other living

creatures. Language is a tool or means of communication through which

message, information and ideas are exchanged among human beings.

1.1.2 Language Functions

Function is defined as the role, activity or purpose of something. Language has

functions which are similar to the functions of other things. When we talk

about language functions, we are talking about the reasons we use a language.

In general, what language does is called language function. Language function

refers to the purpose for which a piece of language or an utterance is used in

order to establish social relationship. In other words, what we do through the

use of language is called language function. We can communicate through

language. So communication is the overall global function of language.

Matreyek (1083) mentions that function denotes what is done with the

language.
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According to Crystal (2003, p.192)  "the function of language is to

communicate ideas, to express ideas and so on".

All human beings share their experiences with the help of language. Language

is used to exchange ideas, feelings and visions which is called communication.

Anything that can be done through language is its function. Language functions

are often described as categories of behaviour for example, greeting,

welcoming, expressing good wishes, thanking, warning, suggesting, etc. The

utterance (words, phrases and sentences) which are used to serve a function are

called exponents, for example, how are you?, you are welcome, open the door,

best of luck, etc.

Though there are two types of functions: grammatical and communicative, the

term language function or function of language generally refers to the

communicative function of language. Communicative function of language

refers to the communicative goal for which a language is used in community.

Thus communicative function is what specific communicative need the

language is used for in a community.

As its most basic, the function of language is communication; we use language

to give and receive messages between ourselves. We can break this down into

language functions. When we communicate with language we can:

 Compare and contrast

 Make a complaint

 Express good wishes, love or anger

 Persuade someone

 Give advice

 Ask for something

 Hide the truth (lie)

 Warn
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 Give information

 Explain a process

 Apportion blame

 Avoid saying anything, and so on.

Each language function can be associated with certain grammatical forms. For

example, when we are being polite we often use modal verbs:

Might I borrow your pen?

Although each language function deals with one main communicative need, it

can cover different situations. For example, “Asking for information and

directions” can be used not only in the context of tourists finding their way

round town but also with new employees who need to find their bearings in a

large firm. The same goes ‘instructing others’. Here, the relevant language will

be about giving orders, making strong suggestions etc. These can be used at

work but also outside work at hotel, when hiring car, ordering a meal, etc.

(http://www.worldwiki.com/idex.php)

Different Scholars have classified language functions differently. Van Ek

(1980) presents six main categories of communicative functions. His

classifications of communicative function are as follows:

(i) Imparting and seeking factual information (identifying, reporting,

correcting, asking etc.)

(ii) Expressing and finding out intellectual attitudes (Expressing

agreement and disagreement, denying and accepting an offer or

invitation, expressing ability and inability, giving and seeking

permission, etc.)

(iii) Expressing and finding out emotional attitudes (Expressing pleasure/

displeasure, expressing hope, expressing fear or worry, expressing

sympathy, or worry, expressing wants, desires, etc.)
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(iv) Expressing and Finding out moral attitude (apologizing, granting

forgiveness, expressing approval or disapproval, expressing regret,

etc.)

(v) Getting things done (suasion) (Suggesting, requesting, inviting,

offering assistance, advising, directing, etc.)

(vi) Socializing: (Greeting, taking leave, welcoming, introducing people,

expressing good wishes, thanking, etc.)

I have selected the topic entitled ‘Forms of Welcoming, Thanking  and

Expressing Gratitude and Good Wishes in English and Doteli’ which belongs

to the emotional relations in Wilkin’s (1976) classification, socializing in Van

Ek’s (1980) classification, everyday functions in Matreyek’s (1983)

classification and social formulas in Blundell et al’s (2009) classification.

The present research study concerns with three important language functions.

They are welcoming, thanking and expressing gratitude and good wishes of

English and Doteli. These and some other important language functions are

mentioned below:

1.1.1.1  Welcoming

Welcoming is a kind of language function which is done in relation to other

people. It is used to say hello to somebody in a friendly way when they arrive

somewhere. When people come or join in an organization, activity, etc., they

are welcomed by other people, so ‘welcome’ refers to the way of greeting

someone in a polite and friendly way when they have come to see us or to help

us. If we welcome, or are welcoming visitors at a place, people are pleased that

we are there.

Some of the exponents of welcoming are as follows:

 Welcome!
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 Welcome home!

 Welcome back to class!

 Welcome to Brownsville!

 Let me welcome you to our beautiful city!

 I’d like to welcome you to your first meeting of weight losers.

(As cited in Matreyek (1983, p.4)

1.1.1.2  Thanking and Expressing Gratitude

Thanking and expressing gratitude are also important  language functions

which come under socialization or everyday functions. they are used to

establish interpersonal and social relationship. We express thanks or gratitude

to the people to tell them that we are grateful to them for something. We

express thanks or gratitude to the people for giving a present, helping us,

asking about our health, inviting us to attend a programme, lending us

something, expressing us good wishes and so on and so forth. The usual ways

of thanking and expressing gratitude are given below:

 Thanks.

 Thank you.

 Thank you very much for….

 Many thanks.

 Many thanks for….

 Much appreciated.

 (I’m) much obliged.

 Thanks a lot for….

 I’m very grateful to you.

 I’m much/extremely obliged to you for….

 I should like to express my gratitude/appreciation

Responding to thanks

 You are welcome.
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 Not at all.

 It’s a pleasure.

 Any time.

 It’s O.K.

 Don’t mention it.

 That’s quite all right.

 Thank you.

 No need to thank you.

 It was my pleasure.

 That’s all right.
(As cited in Blundell et al. (2009,p.191-193)

1.1.1.3  Expressing Good Wishes

Expressing good wishes is a kind of language function which is used to wish

good health, fortune, success, etc. When we want somebody to be happy, lucky

or successful or when we want something good to happen, we express good

wishes. We also express our good wishes when someone is going to begin a

new work, e.g. starting a trip, starting a new job, playing a match, appearing an

exam, having a holiday etc. We also express good wishes at festivals, new

years, birthdays or any other special occasions. The usual way of doing good

wishes are given below:

 All the best

 Every success in your new job

 Best of luck.

 I wish you luck.

 Good fortune be with you.

 I hope that everything goes O.K. for you.

 I’m sure that everything will work out just fine.

 May you be happy and successful in your new life.

(As cited in Blundell et al. (2009,p.173-177)
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1.1.1.4  Requesting

Requesting refers to asking for something or asking somebody to do something

in a polite or formal way. According to the degree of politeness, different

structures are used for making a request, for example, ‘Give me your pen;
please, can you give me your pen? Would you mind giving me your pen? or I

wonder if you could give me your pen’ are different forms of request which can
be used to ask for someone’s pen. However, each of them is used in a different
situation. The usual ways of requesting are given below:

Making requests

 Talk to him, O.K.?

 Proof-read this for me, will you?

 Can you help me with this?

 Could you please turn down the radio a little?

 May I open the window?

 May I please have a glass of water?

 Would you mind watching this for me a few minutes?

 Would it be possible to type this letter before you go there?

 Have a good time.

(As cited in Matreyek (1983, p. 12)

1.1.1.5  Warning/ Cautioning/ Threatening

Warning, cautioning and threatening are saying that you will cause a trouble or

hurt somebody if they do not do what you want. In other words, telling

somebody that something bad or unpleasant may happen in the future so that

they can try to avoid it is warning. Different ways of Warning/ Cautioning/

Threatening are given below:

 Watch out!
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 Look out!

 Heads up!

 Be careful!

 Don’t move!

 Halt! Or I’ll shoot!

 Stop that, or else I’ll call the police

 I’m going to count to 10. 1….2…..3….4….

 This is my last warning stop seeing my wife, or else

(As cited in Matreyek (1983,p.86)

1.1.1.6  Expressing comments/ opinions

Opinions are our feelings or thoughts about somebody or something rather than

a fact. When we express our opinion, we express our personal views. Different

ways of stating complements are given below:

Stating complements/ opinions

 It was a great lecture.

 I really like your hair-do.

 I feel that there’s a lot of injustice in America.

 If I were you, I’d quit.

 If you are interested in my opinion/ I think we should give up.

 Let me say that your idea has some promise…..

Relating to Comments/ Opinions

 Thank you for your comments.

 Your comments have been very helpful.

 I really appreciate your comments.
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 I see.

 That’s an interesting perspective.

(As cited in Matreyek (1983, p. 123)

To sum up, Welcoming, Thanking, Expressing Good Wishes, Requesting,

Warning/ Cautioning/ Threatening and Expressing Comments/ Opinions, etc

are the language functions which are used to establish social contact or

relationship. Exponents used in these language functions are used to

communicate with each other in order to serve different individual and social

needs and purposes.

1.1.2  Linguistic Situation in Nepal

Nepal is one of the beautiful countries of South Asia which is situated in the

lap of Himalayas. It is a multilingual and multicultural country. Though it is

small in size, there are around 100 languages spoken in this country. It is very

rich in its culture and linguistic diversity. According to population Census

(2001), there are more than 92 languages spoken in Nepal. Nepalese belong to

103 caste and ethnic groups who are largely Hindus, Buddhists, Kiratis,

Animists and Muslims and speak around 92 languages officially recognized by

the state (CBS, 2001).

The languages and their dialects spoken in Nepal have genetic affiliation to at

least four language families. They are as follows:

(i) Indo Aryan (around 20 languages such as Nepali, Maithili, Bhojpuri,

Awadhi, Tharu, Rajbansi, Danuwar, Majhi, Hindi, Urdu, etc.)

(ii) Tibeto-Burman (around 60 languages such as Tamang, Gurung,

Newari, Limbu, Ghale, Sherpa, Magar, Dura, Rai, Chepang, Thami,

Dhimal, Chhantyal, Jirel, etc.)

(iii) Dravidian (only one language i.e. Jhangad)

(iv) Astro-Asiatic Group (only one language i.e. Satar)
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1.1.3  English Language and Doteli Dialect: A Brief Introduction

English is the most widely used language around the world. It has become the

leading language of international discourse, and has acquired use as lingua

franca in many regions. It is widely learned as a second language and used as

an official language of European Union and many commonwealth countries, as

well as in many world organizations. It is the third most natively spoken

language in the world after Mandarin Chinese and Spanish.

Modern English, sometimes described as the first global lingua franca is the

dominant language or in some instances even the required international

language of communications, science, information technology, business,

aviation, entertainment, radio and diplomacy.The English language belongs to

the Anglo-Frisian sub-group of the West Germanic branch of the Germanic

family, a member of the Indo-European languages

(http://www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Englishlanguage)

English is spoken as a foreign language in Nepal. It is used as a medium of

instruction which is taught as a compulsory subject from grade one to bachelor

level. It is also taught as a specialization subject to produce qualified and

trained teachers and teacher trainers in T.U. under the faculty of Education.

Thus, English is the main international language of business, sports,

advertisement, conferences, science and technology, etc. It has wider scope,

larger popularity and higher prestige than other languages spoken in the world.

Doteli is one of the dialects of the Nepali language which is spoken in all seven

districts of far-western part of Nepal. It is similar to the languages spoken in

mid-western region especially in Karnali zone. Karnali zone is the original

place of Nepali language. An ancient name of Nepali is Khaskurā, Khas Bhāsā.

It is written in Devnagari scripts. Nepali is widespread in all over the country.
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According to population census (2001), 50.3% people of Nepal speak the

Nepali language as a native language. Because of its wider coverage it has

more varieties than other languages. Nepali has more varieties in western part

than eastern part.

Doteli dialect is influenced by the Sinjali and the Parpaschima dialects. It is

closer to the Kumauni language spoken in the Utteranchal state of India. Doti

regime was the regime of special importance before the unification of Nepal. In

the middle age in the time of Baise Chaubise Rajya, different regional dialects

were separated and Doteli was appeared as a different dialect and became

different from the standard Nepali language.

For example,

Nepali: tanpãilãi dherai dherai dhanyabãd chha.

Doteli: tamlãi bhaut bhaut dhanyabãd chha.

According to the Chataut (2058, p.11) Doteli is supposed to be “the oldest form

of the Nepali language”. Pant (2010) claims that since Doteli dialect has long

history and so many linguistic units of Nepali are derived from Doteli, Doteli is

known as the mother of the Nepali language.

1.1.4  Contrastive Analysis

Contrastive analysis is a branch of applied linguistics which compares two or

more languages systematically to find out similarities and differences between

them. It is the effective way of predicting areas of difficulty in learning

language. It is the comparative study of linguistic systems of two or more

languages to find out similarities and differences. Comparison can be made at

all linguistic levels, namely, phonological, morphological, syntactic and

discourse.

Richards, et.al. (1999, p.83) defines “Contrastive analysis is the comparison of

linguistic systems of two languages for example, the sound system and

grammatical system”.
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Contrastive Analysis was developed and practiced in the late 1940s and 50s as

an application of structural linguistics to language teaching. C.C. Fries was the

first person who for the first time initiated contrastive linguistic study to derive

the best teaching materials in teaching second and foreign language in his work

“Teaching and Learning English as a Foreign Language”. Later on, Robert

Lado made the concept more direct, clear and explicit in his classical work

entitled ‘Linguistics Across Culture’ which was published in 1957. According

to Lado (1957) “we assume that the student who comes in contact with a

foreign language finds some features of its quite easy and some others

extremely difficult. Those elements that are similar to his native language will

be simple to him and those that are different will be difficult”.

Contrastive Analysis has two significant functions, they are: Primary and

Secondary. The primary function is a predictive device and the secondary

function is an explanatory tool. It has also two aspects, they are: linguistic

aspect and psychological aspect. Linguistic aspect deals with the theory to find

out some features quite easy and other extremely difficult. A psychological

aspect deals with the theory to predict the possible errors made by second

language learners.

1.1.4.1  Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis: Transfer Theory

The term ‘transfer’ refers to the state of the application of the previously

acquired skills and knowledge into a new situation. Thus, psychologists agree

that if the present learning is affected by past learning, there occurs the transfer

of something there. According to behaviouristic interpretation of learning, old

habit hinders or facilitates the formation of new habit depending upon the

nature of two i.e. depending upon similarity or difference between them. Thus,

past learning facilitates the present learning in case of similarity. It is called
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facilitation or positive transfer. And past learning hinders present learning in

case of difference. It is called interference or negative transfer. If there is no

transfer between learners’ past and present learning it is called nil transfer.

(Maharjan 2010, p. 263) Mentions that a learner can’t use preposition from his

mother tongue as a verb in the target language. They are grammatically much

distinct and so no transfer is likely there.

1.1.4.2  Principles of Contrastive Analysis

Basically there are two fundamental principles of contrastive analysis: one is

describe before comparing, the other is compare patterns, not whole languages.

The first principle denotes that one cannot compare how things work if one has

not first described how each of them works. Unless he describes it, he cannot

compare how each of them works. For example, English fricative series, the

labio-dental fricative consonants /f/ and /v/ are the one that are expected to be

difficult for the Nepali learners of English because their equivalents in Nepali,

/ph/ and /bh/, are different from that of English in both point of articulation and

manner of articulation. Thus, English /f/ and /v/ is a special case of difficulty

for the Nepali learners. Such types of difficulty should be described first before

comparing the language elements.

Likewise, the second principle, ‘Compare patterns not whole languages’

denotes that languages as wholes can never be compared. Language is such a

vast ocean which contains thousands of different linguistic units, items,

structures, etc. If we compare two or more languages as a whole, our result

cannot be satisfactory. So, we should compare the specific patterns of

languages instead of general pattern. For example, if we compare language

functions in general between English and Nepali or Doteli, we waste our time

and effort without obtaining certain achievement. But if we select and compare

two or more specific language functions, the result can be more effective.
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1.1.4.3  Basic Assumption of Contrastive Analysis

L2 learning involves overcoming difficulties in the linguistic systems of the

target language. The fundamental assumption of CA that Lado (1957) has

presented in his book ‘Linguistics Across Culture’ are as follows:

 The most effective materials are those that are based upon a scientific

description of the language to be learned, carefully compared with a

parallel description of the native language of the learner.

 In the comparison between native and foreign language lies the key to

ease or difficulty in foreign language learning.

 The teacher who has made a comparison of the foreign language with

native language of the students will know better what the real learning

problems are and can better provide for teaching them.

(Lado, 1957 as cited in Maharjan, 2010, p. 265)

The assumptions above clearly show what Contrastive Analysis intends to do.

Whatever aspects of language (sound, grammar, etc.) we compare should be

done by keeping language teaching in mind. That is its main purpose.

To sum up, contrastive Analysis has a significant role in comparing two or

more languages systematically or scientifically. It is used to compare two

languages to find out the similarities both the languages share and the

differences in which both languages differ.

The present research study is based on comparative study. Comparative study

is one of the most important and effective models of research which is carried

out to compare two or more languages. So, I have selected this model to
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compare forms of welcoming, thanking and expressing gratitude and good

wishes between English language and Doteli dialect of Nepali.

1.2  Review of the Related Literature

Many research works have been carried out to compare various aspects of

language between English and other languages like English-Nepali, English-

Nepali-Maithili, English-Maithili, English-Nepali-Doteli, English-Doteli,

English-Newari, etc. There are some research works on comparative study of

language between English and other languages but no any research has been

carried out on forms of welcoming and thanking systems of English and Doteli

in the Department of English Education, T.U. The researcher has reviewed

some of the researches that are somehow related to the present research study.

Literature reviews of those researchers are done as below.

Chapagain (2002) carried out a research entitled “Request forms in the English

and Nepali languages: A comparative study”. The purposes of her study were

to find out the forms of requests in Nepali and English; and to compare them.

She concluded that the English people were seen more polite among all the

relations compared to Nepali.

Paneru (2007) carried out a research entitled “A Comparative Study of English

and Doteli Kinship Terms”. His purpose of the study was to compare and

contrast the kinship terms used in Doteli dialect with those of the English

language. He found that Doteli has many terms to symbolize different kinship

relations but English has fewer. So, Doteli language is richer than English in

terms of kinship terms.

Tembe (2007) carried out a research on “A Comparative Study of Apologies

between English and Limbu”. The purpose of his study was to find out and

compare the forms of apologies used in English and Limbu. He found that the
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native speakers of English were more apologetic than the native speakers of

Limbu.

Shrestha (2008) carried out a research entitled “Terms of Greeting, Welcoming

and Taking leave between English and Newari”. The purpose of his study was

to find out different terms of greeting, welcoming and taking leave in Newari

language; and compare and contrast them with the terms used in English

language. He found that English native speakers are habituated saying first

name and kinship terms to greet family members whether they are senior or

junior. But Newari native speakers use ‘Bhagiya/Bhaiti/Bhagiyaye + kinship

term’ by bowing their head. It seems that Newari terms are more formal than

English terms to greet elder family members.

Likewise, Joshi (2009), carried out a research entitled “Requests and Apologies

in English and Dotel”. His purpose of the study was to find out and compare

the forms of requests and apologies in English and Doteli. He concluded that

native speakers of English use more polite forms of requests and apologies than

native speakers of Doteli.

Dhakal (2009), carried out a research entitled “Thanking and Congratulating in

English and Nepali". His purpose of the study was to find out and compare the

forms of thanking and congratulating in English and Nepali. He concluded that

Nepali speakers use highly formal forms of congratulation which show that

English speakers use far greater formal and polite forms with strangers in

comparison to Nepali speakers. Most of native English speakers used short and

simple exponents of thanks and congratulations but Nepali native speakers use

long and difficult exponents.

Likewise, Rawal (2010) carried out a research entitled “Terms of Greeting and

Taking Leave in English, Nepali and Bajhangi”. His purposes of the study were
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to determine different forms of greting and taking leave in Bajhangi; and

compare and contrast them with the terms in English  He found that English

speakers often use informal terms where as Bajhangi and Nepali speakers use

formal terms with senior family members and relatives: and informal terms

with juniors in family and relation.

The present study is different because no research has been carried out in

‘Forms of Welcoming, Thanking and expressing Gratitude and Good Wishes in

English and Doteli’. Thus, I decide to carry out research work on it.

1.3  Objectives of the Study

The objectives of the present study were as follows:

(i) To find out different forms of welcoming, thanking and expressing

gratitude and good wishes in Doteli.

(ii) To compare and contrast the forms used in English and Doteli.

(iii) To suggest some pedagogical implications based on the findings of

the study.

1.4  Significance of the Study

Many researches have been carried out in English and Doteli but only a few

researches have been done on language functions. So, this will be significant

work for the department.

Communication is a part of human life. The main function of language is

communication. Thus, communicative function itself is very important in

language teaching. There are different communicative functions; among them

welcoming, thanking and expressing gratitude and good wishes are used to

maintain our formal and informal relationships with others in community. So,

they are also important language functions. Thus, the present study will be
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significant to all who are interested in teaching and learning communicative

functions. Similarly, the present study will be significant to the native speakers

of Doteli who are going to carry out research in communicative functions of

language.
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CHAPTER - TWO

METHODOLOGY

I adopted the following methodological strategies during the study.

2.1  Source of Data

I adopted both primary and secondary sources of data.

2.1.1 Primary Sources of Data

The data provided by the eighty native speakers of Doteli from the two VDCS

namely, Tijali and Jijodamandau were the primary sources of data.

2.1.2 Secondary Sources of Data

I collected required information from different books, newspapers, journals,

dictionaries, internet and unpublished theses. The major secondary sources are

Van Ek (1977), Matreyek (1983), Richards et al. (1999), Crystal (2003),

Chataut (2058), Blundell et al. (2009), Pant (2010) etc.

2.2  Population of the Study

The eighty native speakers of the Doteli from the Doti district were the sample

population of my study.

2.3  Sampling Procedure

I collected the data from both educated and uneducated native speakers of

Doteli using judgmental non-random sampling procedures. There were 80

informants from both VDCs including male and female with equal number of

educated and uneducated people.
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2.4  Tools for Data Collection

The only one tool that I used for the collection of data was the questionnaire. A

set of questionnaire (See Appendix - I) was designed and developed for both

educated and uneducated native speakers of Doteli and administered it to the

sample population to gather the required data.

2.5  Process of Data Collection

To carryout research, I followed the stepwise procedure which are as follows:

i. I visited the educated and uneducated native speakers of Doteli who

lived in Tijali and Jijodamandau VDCs of Doti district and built rapport

with them for data.

ii. I administered questionnaire to the educated sample population and used

the same questionnaire to the uneducated sample population and

explained what they were supposed to do. I noted down the responses of

the interviewees.

iii. I collected the questionnaires with the information from the informants.

iv. I took the English terms from different authentic materials.

v. Finally, I found out and compared different forms of welcoming,

thanking and expressing gratitude and good wishes.
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2.6  Limitations of the Study

The research study had the following limitations.

i. The research study included 80 native speakers of the Doteli dialect of

Nepali language.

ii. This study was limited to the comparison between English and Doteli

language in the forms of welcoming, thanking and expressing gratitude

and good wishes only.

iii. Doteli is a dialect of Nepali spoken in all districts of far western part of

Nepal. But this research study was limited to the two VDCs of Doti

district only.

iv. Though thanking and expressing gratitude are different language

functions, they are kept together on the basis of Matreyek's (1983)

classifications of language function.
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CHAPTER - THREE

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

This chapter deals with the analysis, interpretation and presentation of data.

After collecting the data from the native speakers of Doteli dialect,  I analyzed,

tabulated, interpreted and compared them. The total forms of welcoming,

thanking and expressing gratitude and good wishes used in Doteli and their

transliteration in English symbols are stated in the table to make the

presentation more clear.

I compared the forms of welcoming, thanking and expressing gratitude and

good wishes used by Doteli native speakers with the English forms extracted

from different authentic materials on the basis of formality and politeness.

3.1 The Forms of Welcoming, Thanking and Expressing Gratitude

and Good Wishes in Doteli

The responses provided by the Doteli native speakers for welcoming, thanking

and expressing gratitude and good wishes have been analyzed in the following

headings:

3.1.1 Forms of Welcoming in Doteli

Welcoming is a kind of language function which is used to say hello to

somebody in a friendly way when they arrive somewhere. Different forms are

used to welcome different people in Doteli according to the different context or

situation. The forms used with respected people are different from the forms

used with family members, friends, relatives, etc. So, the categories have been

prepared on the basis of the responses provided by the informants to welcome
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the different people such as, respected people, familymembers, relatives,

friends, strangers, servants, etc.

3.1.1.1 Forms of Welcoming Used with Respected People

The table below shows the responses provided by the Doteli native speakers for

welcoming the respecterd pepole like president, prime minister, minister,

doctor, professor/teacher, brahman and male/female hermit.

Table No. 1

Forms of Welcoming Used with Respected People in Doteli

Forms of welcoming President PM Minister Doctor Prof./T. Brah. M/F H.
F % F % F % F % F % F % F %

dhain + T.N./hajur +
yeitira/ bhitara chalāi
ho /aru

17 21.25 17 21.25 14 17.50 8 10.00 8 10.00 10 12.50 10 12.50

āiyo + T./N./hajur
basiyo

14 17.50 14 17.50 13 26.25 10 12.50 10 12.50 10 12.50 10 12.50

dhain basu pai +
T.N./hajur

15 18.75 15 18.75 14 17.50 10 12.50 10 12.50 10 12.50 10 12.50

baisek chha / ara +
T.N. / hajur

14 17.50 14 17.50 14 17.50 9 11.25 9 11.25 10 12.50 10 12.50

hajurlāi / tamlāi
bhaut bhaut swāgat
chha

10 12.50 10 12.50 13 16.25 8 10.00 8 10.00 8 10.00 8 10.00

hajurlai / tamlai
swagat addu paiyo
bhaut khusi lagyo

10 12.50 10 12.50 12 15.00 7 8.75 7 8.75 7 8.75 7 8.75

āsa + T.N. / hajur +
basa

- - - - - - 16 20.00 16 20.00 15 18.75 15 18.75

āunān + T.N. / hajur
+ batthān / bassān

- - - - - - 12 15.00 12 15.00 10 12.50 10 12.50

The above table shows that Doteli informants commonly used highly formal

and polite forms 'dhain + T.N./hajur + yeitira / bhitara chalai ho/aru', 'āiyo +

T.N./hajur + basiyo', dhain basu pai + T.N./hajur', 'baisek chha / ara +

T.N./hajur', 'hajurlāi / tamlāi bhaut bhaut swāgat chha' and 'hajurlāi / tamlāi

swāgat addu pāiyo bhaut khusi lāgyo' to the all respected people. But, these

forms were more frequently used with the most respected people like president,

prime minister and minister compared to others. The forms 'āsa + T.N./hajur +
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basa' and 'āunān + T.N. / hajur + batthān / bassān' were commonly used with

the other respected people like doctor, professor / teacher, brahman and male /

female hermit which were less formal than others.

3.1.1.2 Forms of Welcoming Used with Family Members

The following table analyzes the forms of welcoming used with senior and

junior family members in Doteli:

Table No. 2

Forms of Welcoming Used with Family Members in Doteli

Forms of welcoming
Senior family members Junior family members

F % F %
āsa + K.T. + basa 162 45.00 - -
āunān + K.T. + batthān / bassān 108 30.00 - -
liya + K.T. + chāhā / pāni 54 15.00 - -
ā/ās + F.N. / K.T. + bas 14 3.88 160 44.44
āunain + F.N./ K.T. + batthain / bassain 8 2.22 72 20.00
āunin + F.N. / K.T. + batthin / bassin 8 2.22 72 20.00
le + F.N./K.T. + chāhā / pāni 6 1.67 56 15.56

It was found that Doteli informants used more formal and polite forms of

welcoming to their senior family members in comparison to juniors. Out of 360

responses, 162 (45%) responses were found using the formal and polite form

'āsa  + K.T. + basa' which was more frequently used than  the forms 'āunān +
K.T. + batthān / bassān' and ' liya + K.T. + chāhā / pāni'. These forms were
used with senior family members like, grand parents, parents, uncle/aunt,

husband and elder brother /sister. Likewise, 160 (44.44%) responses were

found using the form 'ā/ās + F.N. / K.T. + bas' which was more frequently used
than the forms 'āunain + F.N./ K.T. + batthain / bassin', 'āunin + F.N. / K.T. +
batthin / bassin' and 'le + F.N./K.T. + chāhā / pāni'. These forms were used with
junior family members like, grand son/daughter, son/daughter, nephew/niece,

wife and younger brother/sister. However, some young informants also used

these forms with their elder brother and sister to show their high soldarity with
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them. The less formal form ' āunain + F.N./ K.T. + batthain / bassain' was used

with junior males and 'āunin + F.N. / K.T. + batthin / bassin' to junior females.

3.1.1.3 Forms of Welcoming Used with Relatives

The responses used by Doteli native speakers for welcoming the relatives like

maternal grand pa /ma, maternal uncle/aunt, father-in-law, mother-in-law and

nephew / niece have been analzyed in the following table:

Table No. 3

Forms of Welcoming Used with Relatives in Doteli

Forms of welcoming M.Pa/ma M.U./A. F-in-l M-in-l Ne./Ni.
F % F % F % F % F %

dhain + hajur / K.T. + yeitira /
bihitara chalāi ho / aru

10 12.50 8 10.00 16 20.00 16 20.00 8 10.00

āsa  + K.T./hajur + basa 22 27.50 22 27.50 13 16.25 13 16.25 23 28.75
dhain basu pai hajur / K.T. 7 8.75 7 8.75 15 18.75 15 18.75 8 10.00
āiyo + hajur / K.T. + basiyo 8 10.00 8 10.00 12 15.00 12 15.00 7 8.75
dhain + hajur chāhā/pāni samāiyo 8 10.00 8 10.00 10 12.50 10 12.50 8 10.00
liya + K.T./hajur + chāhā / pāni 10 12.50 11 13.75 6 7.50 6 7.50 10 12.50
āsa + K.T./hajur + batthān / bassān 15 18.75 16 20.00 8 10.00 8 10.00 16 20.00

It was found that Doteli native speakers use more formal and polite forms of

welcoming to their relatives when they come their home as a guest. The forms

of welcoming used with the relatives were more formal than the forms used

with family members. The forms 'dhain + hajur / K.T. + yeitira / bihitara chalāi

ho / aru', 'dhain basu pai hajur / K.T.', ' āiyo + hajur / K.T. + basiyo' and 'dhain

+ hajur chāhā/pāni samāiyo' were more formal and polite forms of welcoming

which were more frequently used with father-in-law and mother-in-law than

others. The forms 'āsa  + K.T./hajur + basa' and 'āsa + K.T./hajur + batthān /

bassān' were temperate forms which were more frequently used with the

maternal grand pa/ma, maternal uncle/aunt and nephew / niece to show

closeness and high solidarity with them.
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3.1.1.4 Forms of Welcoming Used with Friends

The table below analyzes the forms of welcoming used with familiar and

unfamiliar friends in casual and formal situation.

Table No. 4

Forms of Welcoming Used with Friends in Doteli

Forms of welcoming F.F. in

C.S.

F.F. in

F.S.

U.F. in

C.S.

U.F. in

F.S.

F % F % F % F %

oho ke chha lāu / yār āsa basa 11 13.75 8 10.00 21 26.25 13 16.25

āunān lāu / yār batthān / bassān 14 17.50 9 11.25 20 25.00 11 13.75

āsa + F.N./ L.N. + basa 10 12.50 11 13.75 21 26.25 34 42.50

oho + F.N. / L.N. + swāgat chha tamlāi 6 17.50 9 11.25 18 22.50 22 27.50

ā / ās + F.N. + bas 14 17.25 30 37.50 - - - -

āunain (lā / yār) batthain / bassain or āunin (lā)

batthin / bassin

25 31.25 13 16.25 - - - -

The above table shows that the informants used more formal and polite forms

of welcoming to their unfamiliar friends compared to familiar friends. The

forms 'oho ke chha lāu / yār āsa basa', 'āunān lāu / yār batthān / bassān', 'āsa +

F.N./ L.N. + basa' and 'oho + F.N. / L.N. + swāgat chha tamlāi' are more formal

and polite than '5 and 6'. The forms of address like, 'lā', 'lāu' and 'yār' make the

forms of welcoming more informal which were frequently used in casual

situation.

3.1.1.5 Forms of Welcoming Used with Servants

The table below shows the forms of welcoming used with older servants,

similar age servants and younger servants in casual and formal situation in

Doteli.
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Table No. 5

Forms of Welcoming Used with Servants in Doteli

Forms of
welcoming

O.S. in
C.S.

O.S. in
F.S.

S.A.S. in
C.S.

S.A.S. in
F.S.

Y.S. in
C.S.

Y.S. in
F.S.

F % F % F % F % F % F %
āsa + (F.N. ) K.T.
+ basa

44 55.00 55 68.75 - - - - - - - -

ās (lā) bas - - - - 34 42.50 28 35.00 36 45.00 32 40.00
ei pāre wānlāi bas - - - - 14 17.50 13 16.25 18 22.50 16 20.00
ei le chāhā / pāni - - - - 12 15.00 13 16.25 18 22.50 14 17.50
ā / ās+ F.N./K.T. +
batthain / bassain

18 22.50 10 12.50 20 25.00 26 32.50 8 10.00 18 22.50

liya +(F.N).K.T. +
chāha / pāni

18 22.50 15 18.75 - - - - - - - -

The above table shows that the Doteli informants used quite informal and

impolite forms of welcoming to the servants. The 44 (55%) informants used the

form  'āsa + (F.N. ) K.T. + basa' in casual situation and 55 (68.75%) informants

used that form in formal situation. Likewise, 18 (18.75%) informants used the

form 'liya + (F.N.) K.T. + chāha / pāni' in casual situation and 15 (18.75%)

informants used that form in formal situation. These two forms were more

formal and polite than others which were used with only older servants. The

quite informal and impolite forms such as 'ās (lā) bas', 'ei pāre wānāi bas', ei

le chahā / pāni' and 'ā / ās+ (F.N.) K.T. + batthain / bassain' were more

frequently used with servants of similar age and younger servants in both

casual and formal situation. So, it was found that Doteli native speakers use

more formal and polite forms of welcoming to the older servants compared to

others.

3.1.1.6 Forms of Welcoming Used with the Strangers

The responses provided by the Doteli native speakers for welcoming the

different strangers have been analzyed in the following table:
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Table No. 6

Forms of Welcoming Used with the Strangers in Doteli

Forms of welcoming Older

strangers

Similar age

stranger

Younger

strangers

F % F % F %

oho + hajur / K.T. + āunān batthān /bassān 30 37.50 31 38.75 12 15.00

āsa + hajur / K.T. + basa 27 33.75 30 37.50 10 12.50

āsa + hajur / K.T. + bhitara basu 23 28.75 19 23.75 - -

ās (lā) + K.T. + bhitara bas - - - - 22 27.50

āunain + K.T. + bhitra batthain / bassain or

aunin + K.T. + bhitara batthin /bassin

- - - - 27 33.75

It was found that the Doteli native speakers use more formal and polite forms

of welcoming to the strangers as a guest in comparison to friends and servants.

The informants used the forms 'oho + hajur / K.T. + āunān batthān /bassān', 'āsa

+ hajur / K.T. + basa' and 'āsa + hajur / K.T. + bhitara basu' to the strangers

which were more formal and polite. These forms were more frequently used

with older servants and the servants of similar age compared to the younger

strangers. However, the 12 (15.00%) and 10 (12.50%) informants used the

more formal forms 'oho + hajur / K.T. + āunān batthān /bassān' and 'āsa + hajur

/ K.T. + basa' respectively to welcome the younger strangers.

3.1.1.7 Forms of welcoming Used in Academic Institute

The following table presents the forms used by the Doteli native speakers for

welcoming students, teacher and principal in an academic institute:
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Table No. 7

Forms of Welcoming Used in Academic Institute in Doteli

Forms of welcoming S. by T. S. by P. T. by P. T. by T S. by S.

F % F % F % F % F %

āsa + sir / madam + basa - - - - 26 65.00 24 60.00 - -

tamlāi bhaut bhaut swāgat chha +

sir / madam

- - - - 4 10.00 6 15.00 - -

ā / ās + F.N. + bas 15 37.5 15 37.50 - - - - 8 20.00

ā/ās (bhitara) 12 30.00 12 30.00 - - - - - -

āsa + sir / madam + swāgat chha

tamlāi

- - - - 10 25.00 10 25.00 - -

ā/ās + F.N. + batthain / batthin 13 32.50 13 32.50 - - - - 8 20.00

oho āsa + F.N./L.N./lāu/yār + basa - - - - - - - - 24 60.00

The forms of welcoming given in the table no. 7 were collected from the

educated informants. Among these forms, the less formal and impolite forms 'ā

/ ās + F.N. + bas', 'ā/ās (bhitara)' and ' ā/ās + F.N. + batthain / batthin' were used

by the teacher and principle to welcome the students. The more formal and

polite forms 'āsa + sir / madam + basa', 'tamlāi bhaut bhaut swāgat chha + sir /

madam' and 'āsa + sir / madam + swāgat chha tamlāi' were used by the teacher

and principal to the other teachers. Out of 40 informants, 24 (60%) informants

used the more formal form 'oho āsa + F.N./L.N./lāu/yār + basa' which is used

by the students to welcome other students in Doteli. But a few numbers of

informants used the less formal forms 'ā / ās + F.N. + bas' and 'ā/ās + F.N. +

batthain / batthin' which are also used by the students to welcome other

students. It was found that students use different forms of greeting like

namaskār, namaste to their teachers and principal while welcoming them in

Doteli.
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3.1.1.8 Forms of Welcoming Used by Anchorman in the Large

Programme

The table below shows the forms used by the anchorman or conductor of the

large programme for welcoming the president, chief guest and general people.

Table No. 8

Forms of Welcoming Used by Anchorman in Large

Programme in Doteli

Forms of welcoming To allq To chief guest
and others

F % F %
tam sabalāi hārdik / bhaut bhaut swāgat chha / addachhu
/aranchhu

27 67.50 - -

tam sabailai āāphnā thaunmi basidinālāi aunurodh addachhu
/aranchhu

13 32.50 - -

yei kāryakramā sabhāpati, mukhya atithi (full name) lāi
bhaut bhaut swāgat chha/aadachhu.

- - 27 67.50

yei kāryakramā sabhāpati/mukhya atithi (full name) lāi āsan
grahan khilāi anurodh addu chāhanchhu / aranchhu

- - 13 32.50

So far as the informants surveyed, it was found that the anchorman or

conductor of the large programme organized by political parties or other

organizers uses formal and polite forms of welcoming. Out of 40 informants,

the 27 (67.50%) and 13 (32.50%) informants used the forms 'tam sabalāi hārdik

/ bhaut bhaut swāgat chha / addachhu /aranchhu' and 'tam sabailai āāphnā

thaunmi basidinālāi aunurodh addachhu /aranchhu' respectively to welcome

the all people whereas the equal number of informants used the forms 'yei

kāryakramā sabhāpati, mukhya atithi (full name) lāi bhaut bhaut swāgat

chha/aadachhu' and 'yei kāryakramā sabhāpati/mukhya atithi (full name) lāi

āsan grahan  khilāi anurodh addu chāhanchhu / aranchhu' to welcome the

president and chief guest of the programme.
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3.1.2 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude in Doteli

Thanking is used to show that we are grateful to somebody for something that

they have done. We thank people for giving a present, helping us lending us

something etc. Gratitude refers to the feeling of being grateful and wanting to

express the thanks to somebody for something. In most of the cases thanking

and expressing gratitude are used synonymously. Matreyek (1983, p.14) has

also mentioned the forms of thanking and expressing gratitude under single

category, i.e. thanking / gratitude. Different forms of thanking and expressing

gratitude are used in Doteli according to the different situation. The forms of

thanking and expressing gratitude used by Doteli native speakers are analyzed

on the following headings:

3.1.2.1 Forms of Thanking  and Expressing Gratitude Used with

Mother

The table below analyzes the forms of thanking and expressing gratitude used

by the Doteli native speakers to their mother:

Table No. 9

Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with Mother in Doteli

Forms of thanking and expressing gratitude Frequency Percentage (%)
āmā āj ta tamle khub / bhaut niko / swādi khānu banāyā chho 35 43.75
āhā aj ta bhaut niko / swādi khānu chha āmā / ijā 26 32.50
āhā iti niko /swādi khānu kaseri banāya ho āmā / ijā 19 23.75

The above table shows that the Doteli informants used indirect ways of

thanking and expressing gratitude to their mother for cooking very delicious

food. Out of 80 infromants, 35 (43.75%) informants were found using the form

'āmā āj ta tamle khub / bhaut niko / swādi khānu banāyā chho', 26 (32.50%)

informants were found using the form 'āhā aj ta bhaut niko / swādi khānu chha

āmā / ijā' and 19 (23.75%) informants used the form 'āhā iti niko /swādi khānu
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kaseri banāya ho āmā / ijā'. The forms used by the informants were formal and

polite.

3.1.2.2 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with

Father

The forms used by the Doteli native speakers to express thanks and gratitude to

their father are as follows:

Table No. 10
Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with Father in Doteli

Forms of thanking and expressing gratitude Frequency Percentage (%)
āhā kati niko / rāman o jāket kānhai leyā ho bā 38 47.50

āhā kānhai leyā ho bā yei jāket khub niko / rāman o chha 23 28.75

āhā (lāu) āj milyo / pāye jāket ta 19 23.75

It was found that Doteli native speakers use indirect forms of thanking and

expressing gratitude to their father for bringing a jacket which they have liked

very much. Out of 80 informants, the form 'āhā kati niko / rāman o jāket

kānhai leyāh ho bā' was used by 38 (47.50%) informants which was more

frequently used than the forms 'āhā kānhai leyā ho bā yei jāket khub niko /

rāman o chha' and 'āhā (lāu) āj milyo / pāye jāket ta'. These forms were formal

and polite.

3.1.2.3 Forms of Thanking  and Expressing Gratitude Used with
Husband  and Wife

The forms of thanking and expressing gratitude used with husband and wife in

Doteli are given in the following table:

Table No. 11
Forms of Thanking and expressing Gratitude Used with Husband and

Wife in Doteli
Forms of thanking  and expressing gratitude Frequency Percentage (%)

āhā aila ta tero khub jas māne 14 17.50
lau dhanyabād 12 15.00
syābās lau lyās 13 16.25
hāi aila bānche 15 18.75
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hāi aila metti tis 12 15.00
hāi aila bhayo thanna parān 14 17.50

It was found that the husbands use direct, informal and impolite forms of

thanking and expressing gratitude to their wives in Doteli. The forms 'āhā aila

ta tero khub jas māne', 'lau dhanyabād' and 'syābās lau lyās' were used by the

informants to express thanks or gratitude to their wives. On the contrary, the

wives use formal, polite and indirect forms of thanking / gratitude to their

husbands. The forms 'hāi aila bānche', 'hāi aila metti tis' and 'hāi aila bhayo

thanna parān' were used by the informants to express thanks or gratitude to

their husbands.

3.1.2.4 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with Son

The forms of thanking and expressing gratitude used with the son in Doteli are

given in the following table:

Table No. 12

Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with Son in Doteli

Forms of thanking and expressing gratitude Frequency Percentage (%)
āhā  kān pāithi chelā / bwā ānkhiri āphnāi  chelā phelā padyo 28 35.00
āj ta khubai niko ari chelā, terā lāgdā mobāil pāiyo 27 33.75
sybābās chela, chelo ta āphunoi ho kāma lāgde 25 31.25

The above table shows that the informants used more direct forms of thanking

and expressing gratitude to their son for finding the lost mobile on the way. Out

of 80 informants, 28 (35%) informants used the form 'āhā  kān pāithi chelā /

bwā ānkhiri āphnāi  chelā phelā padyo', 27 (33.75%) used the form 'āj ta

khubai niko ari chelā, terā lāgdā mobāil pāiyo' and other 25 (31.25%) used the

last form. Here the forms used by the Doteli informants were informal.

3.1.2.5 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with the
Police
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The forms of thanking and expressing gratitude used with the police in Doteli

are presented in the following table:

Table No. 13

Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with the

Police in Doteli

Forms of thanking and expressing gratitude Frequency Percentage (%)
oho bato dhekāidiyā bhaut nikā raichho 48 60.00
bāto dhekāi diyāmi tamlāi bhaut bhaut dhanyabād  chha 18 22.50
dhanyabād pulis dāi 14 17.50

The above table shows that the Doteli informants used more formal and polite

forms of thanking and expressing gratitude to the police for giving the right

direction to them in the airport. Out of 80 informants, the 48 (60%) informants

used the form 'oho bato dhekāidiyā bhaut nikā raichho' which was more

frequently used by uneducated people. The other two forms were used by

young and educated people.

3.1.2.6 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with

Shopkeeper

The forms of thanking and expressing gratitude used by the Doteli native

speakers to the shopkeeper are presented in the following table:

Table No. 14

Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with Shopkeeper in

Doteli

Forms of thanking and expressing gratitude Frequency Percentage (%)
āhā tamta bhaut nikā manchha raichho 29 36.25
tamlāi bhaut bhaut dhanyabād chha 26 32.50
tamjasā imāndār dokāndāri lai hune raichhan bhaut khusi lāgyo 25 31.25

The above table shows that the informations of Doteli used the more formal

and polite forms to express thanks or gratitude to the shopkeeper for his/her
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honesty. The 29 (36.25%) informants used the form 'āhā tamta bhaut nikā

manchha raichho' which was more frequently used than other two forms. They

showed the gratitude by praising his / her honesty.

3.1.2.7 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with the

Office Mate

The table below shows the forms of thanking and expressing gratitude used

with the office-mate in Doteli.

Table No. 15
Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with

Office-mate in Doteli

Forms of thanking and expressing gratitude
Frequency Percentage

(%)
tamaro sahayogi bhāwaanā bhaut niko lāgyo sir 12 30.00
hunchha sar tamlāi bhaut bhaut dhanyabād 7 17.20
yei aphisami tamai māntar raichho sahyogi manchha, hunchha
sir

9 22.50

tamaro sahayogi bhawanāko kadar aranchhu 3 7.50
oho āunān sir taso ta ma khoddāthe 9 22.50

The above table shows that the Doteli informants used more formal and polite

forms of thanking and expressing gratitude with the office-mate where one

office-mate offered to help other. Out of 40 educated informants of Doteli, the

12 (30%) used the form 'tamaro sahayogi bhāwaanā bhaut niko lāgyo sir' which

was more frequently used than others. These forms were closely related to the

forms used in Nepali.

3.1.2.8 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used by

Bus-driver

The forms of thanking and expressing gratitude used by bus-driver to the bus-

conductor in Doteli are stated in the following table:

Table No. 16
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Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used by Bus Driver in
Doteli

Forms of thanking and expressing gratitude Frequency Percentage (%)
syābās kānchhā / F.N. lyā yeitira 26 32.50
dhanyabād yār tulāi 28 35.00
khub niko ari lyās 26 32.50

It was found that the bus-driver uses quite informal and impolite forms of

thanking and expressing gratitude to the bus-conductor in Doteli. Out of 80

informants, 26 (32.50%) informants used the form 'syābās kānchhā / F.N. lyā

yeitira' and same number of informants used the form 'khub niko ari lyās' and

28 (35.00%) informants used the forms 'dhanyabād yār tulāi'

3.1.2.9 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used by Grand

Parents

The forms of thanking and expressing gratitude used by the grand parents to

their grand children in Doteli are stated in the following table:

Table No.17

Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used by Grand Parents in

Doteli

Forms of thanking and expressing gratitude Frequency Percentage (%)
ho syābās bwā sadāin taseri kām arei hā 22 27.50
khub niko ari bwā/lāta 17 21.50
bānchirei, paluirei bwā / lātā khubai niko kām ari 26 32.50
āhā mero nati / mere natni ta khub niko/ ninki mānchha raichha 15 18.75

It was found that grand parents use the forms  of praising 'ho syābās bwā

sadāin taseri kām arei hā', 'khub niko ari bwā/lāta' and 'āhā mero nati / mere

natni ta khub niko/ niki mānchha raichha' and blessing 'bānchirei, paluirei bwā

/ lātā khubai niko kām ari' to express thanks or gratitude to their grand children

in Doteli. These forms were temperatre (neither very formal nor very informal).
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3.1.2.10 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used by An

Old Lady Patient

The forms of thanking and expressing gratitude used by an old lady patient to

the doctor in Doteli have been presented in the following table:
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Table No. 18

Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used by

an Old Lady Patient in  Doteli

Forms of thanking and expressing gratitude Frequency Percentage (%)
bānchiryā dan+dharau ma merei mānchha
bānchāyā

22 27.50

thuloi dharma aryā bwā ma bud iki dosari juni
diyā

22 27.50

tam ta makhilāi sānchikāi bhagmān bhayā 12 15.00
bānchiryā, poluiryā bwa tamaro jaya jaya ho. 24 30.00

It was found that the forms of thanking and expressing gratitude used by an old

lady patient to the doctor are very polite and formal in Doteli. The forms used

by the informants were found using the forms of  blessing 'bānchiryā

dan +dharau ma merei mānchha bānchāyā' and 'bānchiryā, poluiryā bwa

tamaro jaya jaya ho' which are unique in Doteli. The other forms 'thuloi dharma

aryā bwā ma bud iki dosari juni diyā' and 'tam ta makhilāi sānchikāi

bhagmān bhayā' are the ways of expressing thanks or gratitude through praising

the doctor.

3.1.2.11 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with

Friend

The forms used by the Doteli native speakers to express thanks and gratitude to

their friends are given in the table below:

Table No. 19
Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with Friend in Doteli

Forms of thanking and expressing gratitude Frequency Percentage (%)
niutā di / diyā bhaut niko lāgyo 36 22.00
niutā diyāmi tulāi / tamlāi bhaut bhaut dhanyabād 24 15.00
niutā di / diyā bhautai / khubai niko mān the hunā āyei hunei
jhai āthin

36 22.00

niutā diyāmi tamlāi / tulāi bhaut bhaut dhanyabād hunā meri
āyei hunei jhai āthin.

24 15.00
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It was found that the forms of thanking and expressing gratitude used with the

friends for accepting and rejecting an invitation were quite informal in Doteli.

Out of 160 responses, 36 (22.50%) and 24 (15%) responses were found using

the forms 'niutā di / diyā bhaut niko lāgyo' and 'niutā diyāmi tulāi / tamlāi bhaut

bhaut dhanyabād' respectively. These forms were used for accepting an

invitation. The other forms 'niutā di / diyā bhautai / khubai niko mān the hunā

āyei hunei jhai āthin' and 'niutā diyāmi tamlāi / tulāi bhaut bhaut dhanyabād

hunā meri āyei hunei jhai āthin' were used for rejecting an invitaiotn. The other

40 (25%) responses were found using accepting and rejecting an invitation

without expressing thanks or gratitude. These forms were 'lau lau', 'hāi hāi',

'bhaigyo yār āijāunlo', 'ehe meri āyei hunei jhai āthin yār.

3.1.3 Forms of Expressing Good Wishes in Doteli

Generally, we express our good wishes to the people when we are proud or

pleased about their success and achievement. We also express our good wishes

on the special occasions e.g. on the occasions of great festivals, new years,

birthday, etc. The forms of expressing good wishes are also used to pray for

someone's good health and fortune. Different forms of expressing good wishes

are used in Doteli according to the different context or situation. The forms of

expressing good wishes used by the Doteli native speakers are analyzed on the

following headings:

3.1.3.1 Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used with Son

The forms of expressing good wishes used by the Doteli native speakers to

their son have been presented in the table below:

Table No. 20
Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used with Son in Doteli

Forms of EGW Frequency Percentage (%)
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lau pai + K.T. / F.N. + nikeri gayei āphuno herbichār arei 47 58.75
nikeri gayei + K.T./F.N. + hā pugepachhi phon arihālei 33 41.25

It was found that Doteli native speakers use less number of forms of expressing

good wishes to their son who is going for a long journey. Out of 80 informants,

the 47 (58.75%) informants used the form 'lau pai + K.T. / F.N. + nikeri gayei

āphuno herbichār arei' and the other 33 (41.25%) informants used the form

'nikeri gayei + K.T./F.N. + hā pugepachhi phon arihālei'.

3.1.3.2 Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used with Friend

The table below presents the forms of expressing good wishes used by the

Doteli native speakers to their friends:

Table No. 21

Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used with Friend in Doteli

Forms of EGW Frequency Percentage (%)
lau lau antarbārtā nikeridiyei / diyā pās hoigei/ hoigyā 14 35.00
tu / tam jekhilāi jānnāchhai / jannāchho tyo kām pura hoijāu 8 20.00
lau pai pās hoibara chhitāin naukari khāne hoigei / hoigyā 10 25.00
tulāi / tamlāi antarbārtā saphaltāko shubhakāmanā chha 8 20.00

It was found that Doteli native speakers use temperate (neither very formal nor

very informal) forms of expressing good wishes to their friend who is going for

a job interview. Out of 40 informants, the 14 (35%) informants used the form

'lau lau antarbārtā nikeridiyei / diyā pās hoigei/ hoigyā' which was more

frequently used than others.

3.1.3.3 Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used with Office-mate

The total forms used by the Doteli native speakers to express good wishes to

their office-mate have been presented in the following table:

Table No. 22
Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used with Office-mate in Doteli
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Forms of EGW Frequency Percentage (%)
nikeri gayā wānlai yānikāi jani / jaseri kām addāi rayā 12 30.00

āphuno nāun chalāyā / rākhyā 10 25.00

tamarā āunā din āja saphal hoirun 8 20.00
lau pai subhayātrā nikeri gayā 7 17.50
bānchirayā bānche pachhi bhet hoijāli 3 7.50

The table no. 23 shows that the forms of expressing good wishes used with the

office-mate who has just been transferred to a different city are formal and

polite. Out of 40 informants, the 12 (30%) informants used the form 'nikeri

gayā wānlai yānikāi jani / jaseri kām addāi rayā' and the 10 (25%) informants

used the form 'āphuno nāun chalāyā / rākhyā' which were more frequently

used than others.

3.1.3.4 Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used with Acquaintance

The total forms of expressing good wishes used by the Doteli native speakers

with an acquaintance have been stated in the following table:

Table No. 23

Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used with Acquaintance in Doteli

Forms of EGW Frequency Percentage (%)

bhaut niko aryā hajur sadāin taseri  āphuno nāun chalāyā 20 22.50

khubai niko aryā hajur tamarā kitāb jhikkai bechchijāun 15 18.75

tamaro mihineto phal milijau 16 20.00

tamlāi badhāi rei aur saphaltāko shubhakāmanā chha 15 18.75

tamlāi badhāi rei uttarottar pragatiko kāmanā chha 14 17.50

It was found that the forms of expressing good wishes used with acquaintance

in the party who has just published his latest book are formal and polite in

Doteli. The forms 'bhaut niko aryā hajur sadāin taseri āphuno nāun chalāyā',

'khubai niko aryā hajur tamarā kitāb jhikkai bechchijāun' and 'tamaro mihineto

phal milijau' were more frequently used by the uneducated informants whereas
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the educated informants used the forms 'tamlāi badhāi rei aur saphaltāko

shubhakāmanā chha' and 'tamlāi badhāi rei uttarottar pragatiko kāmanā chha'.
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3.1.3.5 Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used on the Occasion of

Great Festivals

The following table presents the total forms of expressing good wishes used on

the occasion of great festivals with parents, teachers, friends and brothers /

sisters in Doteli:

Table No. 24

Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used on the Occasion

of Great Festivals in Doteli

Forms of EGW
Parents Teacher Friend Son/Daughter

F % F % F % F %
tamaro / tero yei pāliko dashain tyār
sukha shāntile bitau

12 15.00 14 17.50 12 15.00 14 17.50

tamaro /tero yei pāliko dashain tyār
khub niko hou

14 17.50 15 18.75 13 16.25 12 15.00

tamaro / tero yei pālyo dashain tyār
sadāinkā hai niko hou

8 10.00 8 10.00 7 8.75 12 15.00

durgā mātāle tamaro / tero rakshā arun - - 3 3.75 4 5.00 18 22.50
tamlāi /tulāi dashain tyār / nan +e
barsako bhaut bhaut shubhakāmanā
chha

46 57.50 33 41.25 32 40.00 24 30.00

hyāppi niu iyar + FoA - - 7 8.75 13 16.25 - -

So far as the responses provided by the Doteli native speakers collected, there

were found the aforementioned forms of expressing good wishes used on the

occasion of great festivals like, dashain, tihar, new year etc in Doteli. Among

these forms, the forms 'tamaro / tero yei pāliko dashain tyār sukha shāntile

bitau', 'tamaro /tero yei pāliko dashain tyār khub niko hou', 'tamaro / tero yei

pālyo dashain tyār sadāinkā hai niko hou' and 'durgā mātāle tamaro / tero

rakshā arun' were more frequently used by the uneducated informants of

Doteli. The form 'tamlāi /tulāi dashain tyār / nan +e barsako bhaut bhaut

shubhakāmanā chha' was used by most of the educated informants although a

few uneducated informants also used that form. The form 'hyāppi niu iyar +
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FoA' was used by a few young people which was borrowed from the English

language. It was used with the friends and teachers.

3.1.3.6 Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used on the Occasion of

Birthday

The total forms of expressing good wishes used by the Doteli native speakers

with their parents, teachers, friends and brothers/sisters on the occasion of their

birthday have been analyzed in the following table:

Table No. 25

Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used on the Occasion

of Birthday in Doteli

Forms of EGW
Parents Teacher Friend Bro./Sis.

F % F % F % F %
tamlāi / tulāi janmadino bhaut bhaut
shubhakamanā

26 32.50 23 28.75 22 27.50 24 30.00

tamlāi / tulāi janmadino lākhaunlākh
shubhakāmanā rei dirghāyuko kāmanā
chha

14 17.50 10 12.50 6 7.50 8 10.00

tamaro / tero ājo din khub niko hou āja
jhikkai barsa bānchyā / bānchei

10 12.50 10 12.50 10 12.50 10 12.50

tamlāi /tulāi hyāppi birthade  + (FoA) - - 7 8.75 12 15.00 8 10.00

It was found that birthday is rarely celebrated in Doteli culture. The old and

uneducated informants of Doteli were not much familiar with this. So, only 10

(12.50%) uneducated informants used the only one form 'tamaro / tero ājo din

khub niko hou āja jhikkai barsa bānchyā / bānchei'. Likewise, educated

informants used the forms 'tamlāi / tulāi janmadino bhaut bhaut

shubhakamanā', 'tamlāi / tulāi janmadino lākhaunlākh shubhakāmanā rei

dirghāyuko kāmanā chha' and 'tamlāi /tulāi hyāppi birthade + (FoA)' which

were borrowed from Nepali and English languages. It proved that there are no

specific forms of expressing good wishes used on the occasion of birthday in

Doteli.
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3.1.3.7 Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used with Friend

The table below presents the forms of expressing good wishes used by the

Doteli native speakers with their friends:

Table No. 26

Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used with Friend in Doteli

Forms of EGW Frequency Percentage (%)
byā ari khubai niko ari duei bānchiryā paluiryā 24 30.00

chhitain chelā cheli hoi jāun 12 15.00
bhagmānale tam dueiko rakshā arun 10 22.50
lau badhāi chha yār byā ari bhaut khusi lāgyo 16 20.00
tulāi badhāi chha tero dāmpatya jiban saphal hos 18 22.50

The above table shows that, Doteli informants used quite informal forms of

expressing good wishes to their recently married friend. Out of 80 informants,

24 (30%) informants used the form 'byā ari khubai niko ari duei bānchiryā

paluiryā' which was more freuqently used than the forms 'chhitain chelā cheli

hoi jāun' and 'bhagmānale tam dueiko rakshā arun'. These forms were used by

most of the uneducated informants. Likewise, 16 (20%) informants used the

form 'lau badhāi chha yār byā ari bhaut khusi lāgyo' and 18 (22.50%)

informants used the form 'tulāi badhāi chha tero dāmpatya jiban saphal hos'

which were used by most of the educated informants.

3.2 Comparison of the Forms of Welcoming, Thanking and

Expressing Gratitude and Good Wishes Between English and

Doteli

In this section, I have compared the forms of welcoming, thanking and

expressing gratitude and good wishes in English and Doteli. For doing this, I

collected the data of Doteli dialect, analyzed, tabulated and found the different

forms in it. The forms of welcoming, thanking and Expressing gratitude and
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good wishes in English are taken from Matreyek (1983), Blundell et al.(2009),

Bhandari and Adhikari(2010), etc.

3.2.2 Forms of Welcoming in English and Doteli

The forms of welcoming used by the Doteli native speakers are compared with

English into the following headings:

3.2.1.1 Forms of Welcoming Used with Respected People

Doteli native speakers commonly use the highly formal and polite forms 'dhain

+ T.N/hajur + yeitira/bhitara chalāi ho/aru', 'āiyo + T.N./hajur + basiyo', 'basu

pai + T.N./hajur', 'baisek chha + T.N./hajur' and 'hajurlāi bhaut bhaut swāgat

chha' to welcome the respected people. But, these forms are more frequentely

used with the most respected people like president, prime minister and minister

than others. The forms of greeting like 'namaskār', 'namste', 'dhog diye', 'pāu

lāgi', etc are used for welcoming respected people to establish good relationship

with them.

English native speakers commonly use the forms 'let me welcome you to our

.....', 'very very warm welcome to you in ... ', 'it's my pleasure to welcome you

to our home', 'have a seat, please', etc. to welcome the all respected people.

They also use more formal forms of welcoming to the most respected people

than others. They also use different forms of greeting like 'good morning /

afternoon/ evening', 'your president / prime minister', etc for welcoming the

respected people.

3.2.1.2 Forms of Welcoming Used with Family Members

Doteli native speakers use the more formal form 'āsa + K.T. + basa' to welcome
the senior family members and the the less formal form 'ā/ās + F.N./K.T. + bas'
to the juniors. They use the forms 'āunain + F.N./K.T. + batthain' and 'āunin +
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F.N./K.T. + batthin' to junior males and females respectively. Husbands use

less formal forms to their wives but wives use more formal forms to their

husbands.

English native speakers also use more formal forms of welcoming to their

seniors compared to juniors. They use the forms 'have a seat, please', 'you're

welcome', 'please, take tea/water', etc. to the seniors and 'come here', 'sit down',

'take tea/water', etc. to the juniors. However, there is no sex discrimination in

terms of the use of language as in Doteli. English people use the similar forms

with both male and female. Husband and wife also use similar forms of

welcoming with each other in English.

3.2.1.3 Forms of Welcoming Used with Relatives

Doteli native speakers welcome their relatives by using the forms

'yeitira/bhitara chalāi ho/aru', 'basu pai + hajur/K.T.', 'āsa + K.T./hajur + basa'

which are more formal and polite than English. Though nephew and

niece(sister's children) are junior in relation, very formal and polite forms are

used with them.

In English, the similar forms of welcoming are used with relatives and family

members. But, the forms used with relatives are more formal than the forms

used with family members. English people use the forms 'Please, have a seat',

'you're welcome', 'very very warm welcome to you to our home' etc. to the

relatives.

3.2.1.4 Forms of Welcoming Used with Friends

While welcoming to the friends Doteli people use the more formal form 'āsa +

F.N./L.N./lāu/yār + basa' with their unfamiliar friends and they use less formal

form 'ā/ās + F.N./lā/yār + bas' with the familiar friends. The forms of address
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like 'lā', 'lāu', 'yār' make the expressions less formal which are more frequentely

used in casual situation.

English people also use the more formal forms of welcoming to the unfamiliar

friends in comparison to the familiar friends. They use the forms 'hello +

F.N./L.N. + you're welcome', 'have a seat, pelase', etc. to the unfamiliar friends;

and 'hey / hi + F.N./L.N. + come here', 'welcome to ...', etc. to the familiar

friends. However, the forms used with familiar friends in formal situation are

also formal.

3.2.1.5 Forms of Welcoming Used with Servants

In Doteli, similar age and younger servants are welcomed by using the quite

informal and impolite forms 'ā/ās + F.N./K.T. + bas', 'ei le chāhā/pāni' and 'ei

pāre wānlāi bas'. The older servants are welcomed by using the more formal

and polite forms 'āsa + (F.N) K.T. + basa' and 'liya + (F.N.) K.T. + chāhā/pāni'.

English people also use the less formal forms 'sit down', 'come here', 'take your

seat' etc. to welcome the younger and similar age servants and  the more formal

forms 'welcome', 'have a seat', 'please, come' to the older servants.

3.2.1.6 Forms of Welcoming Used with Strangers

Doteli native speakers use the more formal and polite forms 'āunān +

K.T./hajur + batthān' and 'āsa + K.T./hajur + basa' to welcome the older and

similar age strangers. They use less formal forms 'ās (lā) + K.T. + bas' and

'āunain/āunin + K.T. + batthain/batthin' to the younger strangers.

English people also use formal and polite forms of welcoming to the strangers.

They use 'have a seat, please', 'I'd like to welcome you to our home', 'you're

heartly welcome', etc. to welcome the strangers. The forms of welcoming used
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with older and simple age strangers in English are also formal and polite than

the forms used with younger strangers.

3.2.1.7 Forms of Welcoming Used in Academic Institute

In Doteli, teachers use less formal forms 'ā/ās + F.N. + bas' and 'ā/ās(bhitara)' to

welcome the students whereas students use more formal form 'āsa + sir/madam

+ basa' to the teachers. Students use forms of greeting like 'namaskār' and

'namaste' to the teachers and principal while welcoming them.

English native speakers also use more formal and polite forms of welcoming

such as 'have a seat, please', 'you are heartly welcome' etc. to their teachers and

less polite forms such as, 'come in ', 'sit down', 'come here' etc. to their students.

They also use different forms of greeting like, good morning / afternoon /

evening while welcoming their teachers and principal.

3.2.1.8 Forms of Welcoming Used in Large Programme

In Doteli, the anchorman or conductor of the large programme uses very formal

and polite forms to welcome the president, chief guest and general people.

He/she uses the forms 'tam sabailāi bhaut bhaut swāgat chha' and 'tam sabailāi

āāphnā thāunmi basidinālāi anurodh aranchhu' to welcome the all people; and

he/she uses the forms 'sabhāpati/mukhya atithi (full name) lāi bhaut bhaut

swāgat chha' and 'sabhāpati/mukhya atithi (full name) lāi āsan grahan khilāi

anurodh aranchhu' to welcome the particular people like president and chief

guest of the programme.

English people, on the other hand, use the forms 'I'd like to welcome the

president / chief  guest (full name) of this programme, 'May I request the

president / chief guest (full name) to come and take a seat', etc. to welcome the

particular people and 'I'd like to welcome you all', I'm proud to welcome you in
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this programme, etc. to welcome the all people which are also very formal and

polite.

3.2.2 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude in English and

Doteli

The forms of thanking and expressing gratitude used by the Doteli native

speakers are compared with English into the following headings:

3.2.2.1 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with

Mother

Most of the Doteli native speakers use the form 'āhā āj ta tamle bhaut

niko/swādi khānu banāyā chho āmā/ijā' to express thanks or gratitude to their

mother for cooking very delicious food which is indirect, formal and polite.

English native speakers use the forms 'thank you mum for cooking very

delicious food', 'thank you very much mum, it's very delicious food', etc. to

express thanks or gratitude to their mother. English forms are more direct,

informal and impolite compared to Doteli for that situation.

3.2.2.2 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with

Father

Doteli native speakers use the forms 'āhā iti niko/rāman o jāket kānhai leyā

ho bā' and 'āhā āj milyo jāket ta' to express thanks or gratitude to their father for

bringing a jacket which they have liked very much. These forms are indirect

and formal.

English people use the forms 'thank you dad, 'thank you very much, dad. It's

very nice jacket', etc. for that situation which are more direct, informal and

impolite than Doteli.
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3.2.2.3 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with

Husband and Wife

In Doteli, husbands use direct and informal forms of thanking and expressing

gratitude to their wives but wives use indirect and formal forms to them.

Husbands use the forms 'lau dhanyabād' and 'syābās lau lyās' and wives use 'hāi

aila bhayo thanna parān' and 'hāi aila bānche' to thank eachother for bringing a

glass of cold water.

In English, both husband and wife use direct and similar forms of thanking and

expressing gratitude to each other. 'Thank you, darling', 'thanks + F.N.',  'thanks

a lot for bringing me a glass of water', etc are used to thank both husband and

wife.

3.2.2.4 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with Son

Doteli native speakers use the forms 'syābās', 'khubai niko ari' etc. to thank

their son for finding the lost mobile on the way which are informal.

English native speakers also use informal forms of thanking and expressing

gratitude to their son. They use the forms 'wow ! where did you get it', 'thank

you, my son' etc.

3.2.2.5 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with

Police

Doteli people use the forms 'bhaut nikā mānchha raichho' and 'dhanyabād pulis

dāi' to express thanks or gratitude to the police-officers for giving the right

direction in the airport which are formal and polite.

English speakers use the forms 'I'd like to thank you for your help', 'oh I'm

sorry, you're great', etc. for that situation which are also formal and polite.
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3.2.2.6 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with

Shopkeeper

Doteli native speakers use the forms 'bhaut nikā mānchha raichho' and 'tamjasā

imāndār dokāndāri lai huneraichhan bhaut khusi lāgyo' to thank the shopkeeper

for his/her honesty which are formal and polite.

English people, on the other hand, express their thanks or gratitude by using the

forms 'I' d like to thank you for your honesty'  'you're really a great', 'Thanks a

lot for …', etc. which are also formal and polite.

3.2.2.7 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with

Office-Mate

In Doteli, the forms 'tamaro sahayogi bhāwanā bhaut niko lāgyo sir', 'tamlāi

bhaut bhaut dhanyabād', etc. are used by one office-mate to express thanks and

gratitude to another for his/her offer which are formal and polite.

On the other hand, English people use the forms 'O.K., Sir'. 'You're welcome,

Sir', 'I'm really grateful to you, sir', 'thank you, Mr. ….', etc. for that situation.

These forms are also formal and polite.

3.2.2.8 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used by Bus-

Driver

In Doteli, bus-driver uses the forms 'syābās kānchhā', 'dhanyabād yār' and 'khub

niko ari yār' to thank the bus-conductor for his help which are quite informal

and impolite.

On the contrary, the bus-driver uses the forms 'thank you', 'thank you very

much for …', 'anyway thank you', etc. to thank the conductor which are more

formal than Doteli.
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3.2.2.9 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used by Grand

Parents

The grand parents express thanks or gratitude to their grand children by using

the forms of blessing like 'bānchirei', 'paluirei', 'thuloi/thuli bhayei', etc. which

are very unique in Doteli.

English native speakers use the forms 'thank you, Jim', 'nice work, Bob', 'thanks

a lot', etc to express thanks or gratitude to their grand chuildren which are less

formal than Doteli.

3.2.2.10 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used by an

Old Laty Patient

In Doteli, an old lady patient uses the forms 'bānchiryā', 'paluiryā', 'thuloi

dharma aryā bwā' etc. to express thanks or gratitude to the doctor which are

formal and polite.

In English, an old lady patient uses the forms 'thank you, doctor. You're really a

great', 'thanks a million, doctor. You gave me a new life', etc. to thank the

doctor which are also formal and polite.

3.2.2.11 Forms of Thanking and Expressing Gratitude Used with

Friend

Regarding expressing thanks or gratitude to the friends for their invitation

Doteli people use the forms 'niutā di bhaut niko lāgyo' and 'niutā diyāmi bhaut

bhaut dhanyabād' for accepting an invitation and they use the forms 'niutā di

khubai niko mān the hunā meri āyei hunei jhai āthin' and 'niutā diyāmi bhaut

bhaut dhanyabād hunā meri āyei hunei jhai āthin' for rejecting an invitation.
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English native speakers use the forms 'thank you very much for your

invitation', 'I'm very glad to accept your invitation', etc. for accepting an

invitation. They use the forms 'thank you very much for your invitation but

….', 'well, er, that's very kind of you but ….', etc. for rejecting an invitation.

These forms are more formal and polite compared to Doteli.

3.2.3 Forms of Expressing Good Wishes in English and Doteli

The forms of expressing good wishes used by the Doteli native speakers are

compared with English into the following headings:

3.2.3.1 Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used with Son

Regarding expressing good wishes to the son for his nice journey most of the

Doteli people use the form 'nikeri gayei + F.N./K.T.' which is less formal.

English native speakers use the forms 'happy journey', 'have a nice journey',

'best wishes for your nice journey', etc. to express good wishes to their son

which are more formal compared to Doteli.

3.2.3.2 Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used with Friend

While expressing good wishes to the friend who is going for a job interview

Doteli people use the forms 'antarbārtā nikeri diyei/diyā', 'pās hoigei/hoigyā',
'tulāi/tamlāi antarbārtā saphaltāko shubhakāmanā chha', etc. which are
temperate (nither very formal nor very informal).

English native speakers use the forms 'every success in your interview', 'best

wishes for your success','all the best', etc.for that situation which are also

temperate.
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3.2.3.3 Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used with Office-Mate

Doteli native speakers use the forms 'nikeri gayā wānlai yānikāi jaseri kām

addāi rayā', 'āphuno nāun chalāyā' etc. to express good wishes with the office-

mate who has just been transferred to a different city. These forms are formal

and polite.

In English, the forms 'I wish everything goes well, sir', 'I wish every success in

your future days', 'may you be happy and successful there' etc. are used to

express good wishes for that situation. English forms are also formal and polite.

3.2.3.4 Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used with Acquaintance

Doteli native speakers use the forms 'sadāin taseri āphuno nāun chalāyā',
'tamaro mihineto phal milijāu', 'tamlāi badhāi rei aur saphaltāko shubhakāmanā
chha' etc. to express good wishes with the acquaintance who has just published

his latest book. These forms are formal and polite.

English native speakers use the forms 'I' d like to say congratulations',

'congratulations and best wishes for your success', etc. to express

congratulations or good wishes for that situation. These forms are also formal

and polite.

3.2.3.5 Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used on the Occasion of

Great Festivals

On the occasion of great festivals like dashain , tihar, new year, etc., Doteli

people use the forms 'dashain tyār/nan +e barsako bhaut bhaut shubhakāmanā
chha', 'dashain tyār/nan ++e barsa sukha shāntile bitau', 'durgā mātāle tamaro/tero
rakshā arun, etc. to express good wishes with their parents, teachers, friends
etc. Some young people of Doteli also use the English form 'happy new year'

with their teachers and friends.
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English people use the forms 'happy Christmas', 'have a merry Christmas and

happy new year', 'may this year bring a lot of happiness in your life', etc. to

express good wishes with the different people on the occasion of great

festivals.

3.2.3.6 Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used on the Occasion of

Birthday

Since birthday is rarely celebrated in the Doteli culture, there are no unique or

specific forms of expressing good wishes used on the occasion of birthday in

Doteli. Most of Doteli people use the form 'janmadino shubhakāmanā' to their
parents, teachers, friends, brothers/sisters etc. Some young people of Doteli

also use the English form 'happy birthday' to their friends and teachers.

On the contrary, English people celebrate their birthday as a great festival of

the year. They use the forms 'happy birthday to you', 'many happy returns of

the day', 'may I wish you / I'd like to wish you a happy birthday', etc. to the

birthday celebrant which are very formal and polite.

3.2.3.7 Forms of Expressing Good Wishes Used with Friend

Regarding expressing good wishes to the recently married friends Doteli people

use the forms 'byā ari khubai niko ari duei bānchiryā paluiryā', 'chhitāin chelā

cheli hoijāun', 'tulāi badhāi chha tero dāmpatya jiban saphal hos', etc.

English native speakers use the forms 'congratulations', 'congratulations and

best wishes for your successful conjugal life', etc. to express good wishes to

their recently married friend which are more formal than Doteli.
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CHAPTER - FOUR

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

From the analysis and interpretation of the collected data, the following

findings and recommendations have been derived about the forms of

welcoming, thanking and expressing gratitude and good wishes used in Doteli

and English.

4.1 Findings

This part consists of the findings derived from the analysis of the forms of

welcoming, thanking and expressing gratitude and good wishes in Doteli; and

their comparison with the forms used in English.

4.1.1 The Forms of Welcoming, Thanking and Expressing Gratitude

and Good Wishes in Doteli

1. Doteli native speakers commonly use very formal and polite forms

'dhain + T.N./hajur + yeitira / bhitara chalāi ho/aru', 'āiyo + T.N./hajur +

basiyo', 'baisek chha + T.N./hajur' and 'hajurlāi bhaut bhaut swāgat chha'

to welcome the respected people.

2. While welcoming to the family members Doteli people use more formal

form 'āsa + K.T. + basa' with the seniors and less formal form 'ās +

F.N./K.T. + bas' with the juniors.

3. Doteli people use the forms 'āunain + F.N./K.T. + batthain' and 'āunin +

F.N./K.T. + batthin' to the junior males and females respectively.

4. While welcoming to the relatives Doteli people use the forms ' dhain +

K.T./ hajur + yaitira/bhitara chalāi ho/aru', 'basu pai + K.T./hajur', 'āiyo
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+ K.T./hajur + basiyo', and āsa + K.T./hajur + basa' which are more

formal than the forms used with family members.

5. Most of the Doteli native speakers use the forms of address like 'lā', 'lāu'

and 'yār' to welcome their friends which make their expressions less

formal.

6. While welcoming to the seniors in Doteli different forms of greeting like

'namaskār', 'namaste', 'dhog diye', 'pāu lāgi' etc. are used to establish

good relationship with them.

7. While expressing thanks or gratitude to the son Doteli native speakers

use less formal foms 'syābās' and 'khub niko ari + F.N./K.T.'

8. Doteli people use the forms 'khub nikā mānchha raichho' and 'tamlāi

dhanyabād chha' to express thanks or gratitude to the police-officers and

shopkeepers for their help which are formal and polite.

9. In Doteli, bus-driver uses the forms 'syābās kānchhā', 'dhanyabād yār'

and 'khub niko ari yār' to thank the bus-conductor for his help which are

quite informal and impolite.

10. Most of the Doteli people use the form 'nikeri gayei + K.T./F.N.' to

express good wishes with their son for his nice journey.

11. While expressing good wishes to the acquaintance who has just

published his/her latest book Doteli people use the forms 'sadāin taseri

āphuno nāun chalāyā', 'tamaro mihineto phal milijāu', and 'tamlāi

badhāi rei saphaltāko shubhakāmanā chha' which are formal and polite.

12. On the occasion of great festivals, Doteli people use the forms 'dashain

tyār / nane barsa sukha shāntile bitau' and 'dashain tyār / nane barsako
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bhaut bhaut shubhakāmanā chha' to express good wishes with their

seniors and juniors.

4.1.2 Comparison

Under this, I have included two different topics: similarities and differences in

welcoming, thanking and expressing gratitude and good wishes beteeen

English and Doteli.

4.1.2.1 Similarities

1. In both linguistic codes, very formal and polite forms of welcoming are

used with respected people.

2. Both English and Doteli native speakers use more formal forms of

welcoming to their senior family members in comparison to juniors.

3. While welcoming to the different people F.N. (first name) and K.T.

(kinship term) are used in both Doteli and English. F.N. is used with

friends and juniors and K.T. is used with seniors and juniors.

4. Both English and Doteli native speakers use more formal forms of

welcoming with their unfamiliar friends in comparison to the familiar

friends.

5. In both linguistic codes, the anchorman or conductor of the large

programme uses very formal and polite forms to welcome the president,

chief guest, other guests and general people.

6. Both English and Doteli native speakers use formal and polite foms of

thanking and expressing gratitude with the police-officers and

shopkeepers for their help.
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7. Some of the young and educated people of Doteli also use English forms

'happy birthday' and 'happy new year' with their friends and teachers to

express good wishes on the occasion of birthday and new year.

4.1.2.2 Differences

1. Regarding welcoming to the relatives Doteli people seem to be more

formal and polite than English. Though nephew and niece (sister's

children) are juniors in relations, more formal and polite forms are used

with them in Doteli.

2. Reflection of gender is seen in the forms of welcoming, thanking and

expressing gratitude and good wishes in Doteli but not in English.

3. In both linguistic codes, handshaking and nodding the head are very

important non-linguistic signs for welcoming different people in a

friendly way. But handshaking is used by some young people of Doteli

to their friends only.

4. While expressing thanks or gratitude to the parents Doteli native

speakers seem to be more formal and polite than English.

5. In Doteli, husbands use direct and informal forms of thanking and

expressing gratitude to their wives and wives use indirect and formal

forms to them. On the contrary, both husband and wife use similar forms

to eachother in English.

6. Most of the older generations of Doteli express thanks or gratitude to the

different people by using the forms of blessing like 'bānchiryā / rei',

'paluiryā / rei','tamaro / tero jaya jaya hou', etc. which are very unique in

Doteli.
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7. Regarding expressing thanks or gratitude to the friends for their

invitation, Doteli people seem to be less formal than their English

counterparts.

8. In case of expressing good wishes to the recently married friends Doteli

native speakers seem to be less formal than English.

4.2 Recommendations

On the basis of my study, I have attempted to list out some suggestions for

teaching welcoming, thanking and expressing gratitude and good wishes which

would be fruitful for teachers, students and the learners of English and Doteli

as a second language.

1. Doteli native speakers use different forms of welcoming, thanking and

expressing gratitude and good wishes. They do not use same forms to

address seniors and juniors. So, while teaching the Doteli dialect as a

second language, the focus should be given to the use of proper terms of

welcoming, thanking and expressing gratitude and good wishes for

seniors and juniors.

2. Before involving the students into different language activities, the

teacher should create proper situation in the classroom in different

contexts so that they would understand which exponents are used in

which situations.

3. Students can be taken out of the classroom where they can listen to the

live conversations in which different forms of welcoming, thanking and

expressing gratitude and good wishes are used; and they have to make

note of how people welcome, thank and express good wishes.
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4. The teacher can take the students to different offices, institutions and

private places where they can observe the real use of different language

functions and get a chance to experience difference supra-segmental

features like intonation, tone and facial expressions which help to

develop a clear concept of using different language functions

appropriately.

5. The teacher can play a pivotal role for creating a suitable situation and

involve the students in different roles and act accordingly.

6. Pair work and group work would be the best ways of learning / teaching

different functions like welcoming, thanking and expressing gratitude

and good wishes which really help the learners to internalize which

exponents are suitable in which situation.

7. The language  learner must be clear while using the Doteli dialect that

there is a situation where the speaker is senior however he has to use

more formal and polite forms to his / her juniors e.g. bhānja / bhānji

(sister's children).
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APPENDIX - I

"FORMS OF WELCOMING, THANKING AND
EXPRESSING GRATITUDE AND GOOD WISHES IN

ENGLISH AND DOTELI"

Questionnaire for Native Speakers of Doteli

Dear Informants,

This questionnaire has been prepared to gather data / information for the
research work entitled "Forms of Welcoming, Thanking and Expressing
Gratitude and Good Wishes in English and Doteli" under the guidance of Dr.
Laxmi Bahadur Maharjan, Reader, Department of English Education, T.U.,
Kirtipur, Kathmandu. The researcher hopes that you co-operate him in giving
authentic and reliable information which will be invaluable contribution to
accomplish this work.

Sincerely Yours

Tap Raj Ojha

Name -gfd_ M Qualification -of]Uotf_M

Address -7]ufgf_M Occupation -k]zf_M

A. Please make response in your mother tongue indicating how you
welcome to the different people and how they respond you in the
following situations -tlngfsf cj:yfdL td ljleGg dfG5nfO{ s;]/L
:jfut c/G5f] / :jfut c¥ofdL ltg tdnfO{ s;f] k|ltlqmof lbgf5g\ td/f
dft[efiffdL k|ltlqmof lbo_

1. If the following respected people as your guest -olb tlngfsf 7'nf
dfG5 td/f kfpgf 5g\ _

i. President -/fi6«klt_=======================================================================

ii. Prime Minister -k|wfgdGqL_===========================================================

iii. Minister -dGqL_==========================================================================

iv. Doctor -8fS6/_========================================================================

v. Professor/teacher -k|fWofks÷lzIfs_==============================================

vi. Brahman -k'/f]lxt÷jfdg_==============================================================

vii. Male / Female Hermit -hf]uL÷dftf_===============================================
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2. If the following family members have come to you -olb tlngfsf

kl/jf/f ;b:o td/f jfF cfof 5g\_

i. Grand father / mother -ah]÷aHo}_==============================================

ii. Father / mother -af÷cfdf_==============================================

iii. Uncle / Aunt -sfsf÷sfsL_==============================================

iv. Elder Brother / Sister -bfO{÷lbbL_==============================================

v. Younger Brother/Sister -efO÷a}gL_ ==============================================

vi. Nephew/Niece -elthf]÷elthL_==============================================

vii. Husband/Wife -nf]Ug]÷:jf:gL_==============================================

viii. Son/Daughter -r]nf]÷r]nL_==============================================

ix. Grandson/Daughter -gftL÷gfltgL_==============================================

3. If the following relatives have come to your home as your guest -olb

tlngfsf gft]bf/ td/f 3/ kfpgf e}j/ cfof 5g\_ M

i. Maternal Grand Pa / Grand Ma -dfjnsf ah]÷aHo}_=========================

ii. Maternal Uncle / Aunt -ddf÷dfO{h'_==============================================

iii. Father-in-law -;;'/f_==============================================

iv. Mother-in-law -;f;'_==============================================

v. Nephew/Niece -efGhf÷efGhL_==============================================

4. If the following friends have come to you -olb tlngfsf ;fyL td/f afF

cfof 5g\_

In casual situation In formal situation

-cgf}krfl/s cj:yfdL_ -cf}krfl/s cj:yfdL_

i. Familiar friend i. Familiar friend

-glhssf] ÷ ldNg] ;fyL_ -glhssf] ÷ ldNg] ;fyL_

............................................... ..............................................

ii. Unfamiliar friend ii. Unfamiliar friend

-cln 6f9fsf]÷ gk5\ofGof ;fyL_ -cln 6f9fsf]÷ gk5\ofGof ;fyL_

............................................... ..............................................
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5. If the following servants have come to you -olb tlngfsf gf}s/x? td/f

jfF cfP_

In casual situation In formal situation

-cgf}krfl/s cj:yfdL_ -cf}krfl/s cj:yfdL_

i. Older than you i. Older than you

-tdx} a'9f]_ -tdx} a'9f]_

............................................... ..............................................

ii. As old as you ii. As old as you

-td} ;Fªsf]_ -td} ;Fªsf]_

............................................... ..............................................

iii. Younger than you iii. Younger than you

-tdx} t?gf]_ -tdx} t?gf]_

............................................... ..............................................

6. If you have the following strangers as your guest -olb tlngfsf

gk5\ofGof dfG5 td/f kfpgf 5g\_

i. Older than you -tdx} a'9f_==============================================

=================================================================================================

ii. As old as you -td} ;Fª\sf_==============================================

=================================================================================================

iii. Younger than you -tdx} t?gf_==============================================

=================================================================================================

7. If you are in academic institute -olb td z}lIfs ;+:yfdL 5f]_

i. Student greets teacher -ljBfyL{ ;/nfO{ gdsf/ cb\bf5g\_===================

=================================================================================================

ii. Student greets Principal -ljBfyL{ x]8;/nfO{ gd:sf/ cb\bf5g\_===========

=================================================================================================
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iii. Teacher greets Principal -;/ x]8;/nfO{ gd:sf/ cb\bf5g\_================

=================================================================================================

iv. Teacher greets teacher -;/ ;/nfO{ gd:sf/ cb\bf5g\_=============

=================================================================================================

v. Students greet students -ljBfyL{ ljBfyL{nfO{ gd:sf/ cb\bf5g\_

=================================================================================================

8. You are the anchorman among thousands of people in the large

programe. -td xhf/f} dfG5]dfem Ps 7'nf sfo{qmddL pb3f]ifs 5f]_

i. How do you welcome them from the stage. -td ltgnfO{ sfo{qmd

:ynaf6} s;/L :jfut c/G5f} _=======================================================

=================================================================================================

ii. How do you welcome the chief guest and others. -sfo{qmdsf d'Vo cltly

/]O{ cf}/ kfpgfnfO{ s;/L :jfut c/G5f]_ . =============================

=================================================================================================

B. Please make responses in Doteli indicating how you thank somebody

for something in following situations -tlngfsf cj:yfdL td s;}nfO{

s]O{ lvnfO{ s;]/L wGojfb lbgf5f] s[kof td/f] k|ltlqmof lbo_

1. Your mother made very delicious food for you -td/L cfdfn] tdlvnfO{

ef}t :jfbL vfg' agfO{g _==================================================

2. Your father brought a jacket for you which you have liked very

much -td/f afn] tdlvnfO{ hfs]6 Nofo h}nfO{ tdn] ef}t dg k8fof 5f]_===

========================================================================================================

3. You are very thirsty, your husband /wife brought you a glass of cold

water -td ef}t lt;fof 5f], td/f nf]Ug] ÷ td/L :jf:gLn] tdlvnfO{ Ps

lunf; 700f kflg NofP ÷NofO{g\_================================
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4. Yesterday you lost your mobile but fortunately you son found the

mobile on the way -j]nL tdn] df]afO{n x/fof t/ efUoj; td/f r]nfn]

df]afO{n af6fdL kfof]_===========================================================

5. You are in the Dipayal airport. Unknowingly you are going to the

prohibited area there. The police stopped you and gave right

direction to you -td lbkfon ladfg:yndL 5f]÷td ghf0fLj/ lgif]lwt If]q

leQ/ hfGgf5f] . k'ln;n] tdnfO{ /f]Sof] / ;xL af6f] w]sfO{ lbof]_=================

========================================================================================================

6. You are returning from the shop by shopping a lot of things. But

you forgot to take one thing you bought. Shopkeeper called you to

take your thing -td ef}t ;fdfg lslgj/ kmls{ggf5f] t/ tdn] lsGof Ps

;fdfg bf]sfg}dL lj;/LUof . ;fx'hLn] 8fsf] nfO{j/ td/f] ;fdfg n}hf eGof]_===

========================================================================================================

7. You work in an office and you are very busy. You have to proof

read a long report before the office closes. An office mate offers to

help you -td Ps sfof{nodL sfd c/G5f] / ef}t Jo:t 5f] tdn] Ps nfdf]

k|ltj]bg sfof{no aGg x'g'eGbf c3fl8 ;Rofpg' k8\8f5 . t}j]nf td/f

sfof{nosf ;fyLn] tdnfO{ ;xof]u cb\bfpm eGof]_=====================================

========================================================================================================

8. You are in bus travelling. Bus driver wants to smoke so conductor

takes out a cigarette from the pocket and lights for the driver. How

does driver thank conductor -td a; ofqfdL 5f] . j; 8«fO{e/ r'/6 vfg'

vf]hG5 To;}n] sG8S6/n] vlN6jf6f r'/6 lgsfnLj/ 8«fO{e/lvnfO{ ;NsfO{

lbof] . 8«fO{e/ sG8S6/nfO{ s;]/L wGojfb lbG5_========================================

========================================================================================================
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9. An old lady is in the hospital because of illness. The young doctor

gives her medicine and she feels recovery very soon. How does she

thank the doctor ? -Ps a'9L :jf:gL dfG5 h/ cfO{j/ c:ktf5 5g\ .

8fS6/n] pgnfO{ cf}ifwL lbj/ l56fO{ lgsf] agfof] . pgn] 8fS6/nfO{ s;]/L

wGojfb lblG5g\_=====================================================

10. How does your grandfather / mother thank you if you work in a

good way whatever he / she said -obL tdn] eGof sfd lgs]/L c/]kl5

td/f ah]÷aHo}n] tdnfO{ s;]/L wGojfb lbgf5g\_M ==================

================================================================================================

11. Your friend invited you on his/her sister's marriage ceremony. How

do you thank if -td/f ;fyLn] pO{sL j}gLsf] jGoftdL tdnfO{ lgptf lbof]

. td s;]/L wGojfb lbgf5f] obL_ M

i. You accepted his / her invitation -tdn] pO{sf] lgptf l:jsf/

c¥of_==============================================================

ii. You're busy and you rejected his/her invitation -td Jo:t 5f] /

tdn] pO{sf] lgptf cl:jsf/ c¥of_ ==============================================

C. Please make your response in Doteli indicating how you express

good wish in the following situations -tlngfsf cj:yfdL td s;]/L

z'e–sfdgf JoQm c/G5f} 8f]6]nLdL k|ltlqmof lbo_

1= Your son is going for a long journey -td/f r]nf nfdf] ofqf lvnfO{

hfGgf5g\_===================================================================================

2. You have just met a friend who is going for a job interview

-tdn] Ps ;fyLnfO{ e]6\of hf] gf}s/Lsf] cGt/jftf{ lbgfO{ hfGgf5_=========

=================================================================================================

3. You work in an office one of your office–mate has just been

transferred to a different place. -td Ps clkm;dL sfd c/G5f] . td/f

Ps clkm;sf ;fyL es{/ csf{ 7fpF ;?j x'Ggf5g\_====================

=================================================================================================
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4. One of the acquaintances whom you met in the party has just

published his latest book. -tdn] Ps kf6L{dL es{/} k5\ofGof dfG5n] cfˆgf]

gª] lstfj k|sflzt c¥of5g\ _=============================================

=================================================================================================

5. How would you express good wishes on the occasion of great

festivals sush as Dashain, Tihar, New year, etc to the following people.

-bz}+, ltxf/, gofF jif{ cflb 7'nf rf8kj{sf cj;/dL tlngfsf dfG5nfO{ s;]/L

z'e–sfdgf lbgf5f]_

i. To your parents -td/f af÷cfdfnfO{_ M=========================================

ii. To your teacher -td/f ;/nfO{_ M================================================

iii. To your friends -td/f ;fyLnfO{_ ==============================================

iv. To your son/daughter -td/f r]nf÷r]nLnfO{_ M=============================

6. How would you express good wishes on the occasion of birthday to

the following people -hGdlbgf pknIodL td tflngfsf dfG5nfO{ s;]/L

z'e sfdgf lbgf5f]_

i. To your parents -td/f af÷cfdfnfO{_ M=========================================

ii. To your teacher -td/f ;/nfO{_ M================================================

iii. To your friends -td/f ;fyLnfO{_ ==============================================

iv. To your brother/sister -td/f efO÷j}gLnfO{_ M===============================

7. One of your friends recently got married -td/f Ps ;fyLn] es{/} Jof

c¥of5g\_ =====================================================================================

Thank you very much for your co-operation.

-td/f] ;xof]u} lvnfO{ tdnfO{ ef}t ef}t wGojfb ._

The End


